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Portable Opti Drive Control Cracked Version is a test and benchmark program specially designed for optical drives. The program can be used
to verify the performance, quality and reliability of the burn and read functions of optical drives and discs. Test results will be saved as a
HTML report and the graphs can be exported to CSV which allows for detailed analysis with spreadsheets. With the multi-test feature all

functions can be run and saved without user intervention. Portable Opti Drive Control Highlights: The program consists of 4 core utilities that
will perform standard burn, read, calibration and disc imaging operations, plus it has a built in disc info functionality, a built in cdrinfo utility
and reports and graphs for all functions. Furthermore the program allows to log all changes to disc functions which can be accessed later for

copy protection recovery. Many utilities are hidden in the system tray (for easy and discreet access) while a tray icon indicates an operation is
in progress. The program can start the test from a disc using either the "Prompt" or "Run selected" mode. In the "Prompt" mode a user can

choose to manually start the tests on one drive, or select a drive, perform individual tests or start multiple tests at once. In the "Run selected"
mode the user can select which test he/she would like to run and perform it, then start the other tests. Features: Create a disc with different

drive features (Turbo, E-Z, Disc Label, High Quality) Recover/Verify the certified lettering label on all disks the user has Perform Disc
Imaging/Calibration Perform burn verification Perform read verification Capture SCSI/IDE error logs Perform Disc

Imaging/Calibration/Burn/Read verification (CD-R/CD-RW/DVD-R/DVD-RW) Create/Save reports Create/Save calibration history
Create/Save burn history Create/Save read history Create/Save disc history Create/Save test settings Test multiple discs at the same time Run
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multiple tests at once Create/Save completed tests Run/Save completed tests Create/Save test results as CSV file Create/Save test results as
HTML report Create/Save completed tests as HTML report Create/Save calibration history as HTML report Create/Save burn

Portable Opti Drive Control Crack + Registration Code

Opti Drive Control is a complete and easy-to-use software package for optical disc drives. Opti Drive Control can be used to evaluate the
performance of any disk drive, be it a CD, DVD, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, Blu-ray or any similar type of disk. Opti Drive Control includes a
large number of tests that range from blank disc tests all the way to multi-media tests on the most advanced file formats. Opti Drive Control

provides real-time results which can be displayed in a number of graphical and tabular formats. Opti Drive Control Features: 1. Optical Drive
Optimisation 2. Debugging 3. Read Disc Filtering 4. Test Discs 5. Multi-Test 6. Startup Optimisation 7. Clean Sweep 8. Test Disc Labeling 9.
Interface Labeling 10. Multi-Language Selection 11. DVD-Video Select 12. DVD-Audio Select 13. PC Software Select 14. Video Select 15.

PC Software Formats 16. 4 Channel Audio Select 17. SACD Select 18. Audio Formats 19. CD-Audio Formats 20. Text Formats 21. Disk
Label Options You will find Optical Drive Optimisation a unique set of disc tests which are based on scientific research and are run at full

speed on the drive. This allows you to quickly judge how your optical drive is performing. Multiple test options allow you to create a complete
test lab including different brands of drives, different types of discs, different media types, and different systems. A unique test feature allows

you to use any USB connected disc drive as a playback disc and can be used to quickly test any disc on the market. All tests in the Disc
Labeling tab can be saved for later use using the 'Save' button. A special version of the Disc Labeling and Label Options tabs is available for

optimizing the startup of your optical drives. The debug tab includes a number of useful tools to find errors or missing functions. The Portable
Opti Drive Control Software Debug Section can easily be updated with new tests and features in the future The disc types and Media selections
can be saved by using the "Save" button. You can also save the selected disc types and media selections for later use. The disc types and Media

selections can be saved by using the "Save" button. You can also save the selected disc types and media selections for 6a5afdab4c
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Portable Opti Drive Control Free Download PC/Windows

Portable Opti Drive Control is a small and easy to use program that can be used to verify the performance, quality and reliability of the burn
and read functions of optical drives and discs. Portable Opti Drive Control is free software. The download link is available below. Main
features: Graphical and text results with detailed statistics for multi-test burn and read result (result sum, average, standard deviation,
minimum, maximum and time). Export results to CSV for detailed analysis in spreadsheets. Real-time drive check for HDD. With the multi-
test feature all burn and read functions can be run and saved without user intervention. Proper burn and read burn and read results. Functional
check of all DVD drives with test and burn DVD. Burning iso file/image/data of WindowsPE/Vista/Win7/Windows8/WinXP, various image
formats (bmp, wmf, png, gif, tif, exe, cab, rar, 7z, zip, tar, gz, tar.gz, tar.xz, tar.bz2). Checking of burning drivers. Multiple burner support (for
all tested brands of burners). Proper burn with supported drives. Checks for proper burning of data to CDR/DVD, DVD+R/RW/DVD-R/RW.
Checks for proper read of CD/DVD discs, DVD+R/RW/DVD-R/RW. Modify ISO file. Isolation of tested drives or other changes. Log of all
changes. Test period for all drives with burn and read. Checking of read speed of all read-back drives. Test all read-back devices, including
DVD drives and CD-ROMs. Supported are CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, BD-ROM, BD-RW, BDMV, HD DVD and Blu-
ray Disc. Support SMB and NTFS drives. Support USB drives and external DVD drives. Change drive letters to make sure the drive is properly
identified. New properties for user-specified drives. Only raw output for simplification of HTML report. Installation notes: Download files
(Portable Opti Drive Control 2.0.1.76.zip). Extract the archive to your folder. Make a shortcut with the associated executable file

What's New In?

OptiDrive Control is an easy to use and powerful optical drive benchmark and test tool. You can run your discs on both drives and choose the
drive you want to use. It will save the test results as a report that can be opened in any browser. Or check out the YouTube video below to see
how the program works. OptiDrive Control Features: * Multi-Drive Benchmark - Run the test on all drives and choose the drive you want to
use * Multiple Tests - Run the multiple test functions of the drive and save the results * Test Results - See the overall performance and quality
of the drive * Graph Export - Save the graphs to EXCEL spreadsheet * Text Export - Save the test results to a TXT file that can be opened in a
spreadsheet program * HTML Results Report - Export the test results to a HTML file that can be opened in any web browser * Test Drives -
Runs the test on specific drives * Manual Save - Ability to manually save and close test results * Methodology - Ability to verify the testing
procedures for specific tests * Audio Tests - Runs the audio tests * Benchmark Tests - Runs the benchmark tests * Advanced Tests - Runs the
advanced tests * TSST Tests - Runs the TSST tests * Optical Recording Tests - Runs the optical recording tests * Book Tests - Runs the book
tests * Accessibility Tests - Runs the accessibility tests * WMA Encoding Tests - Runs the wma encoding tests * XA Encoding Tests - Runs the
xa encoding tests * Toast Tests - Runs the toast tests * Hard Drive Tests - Runs the hard drive tests * Secure Mode Tests - Runs the secure
mode tests * Auto Detect Tests - Runs the auto detect tests * OCN Tests - Runs the ocn tests * Region Tests - Runs the region tests * Textual
Modification Tests - Runs the textual modification tests * Spelling Tests - Runs the spelling tests * Light Scribe Tests - Runs the light scribe
tests * Disc Clarity Tests - Runs the disc clarity tests * Vertical Error Tests - Runs the vertical error tests * Scratch Tests - Runs the scratch
tests * Loose media Tests - Runs the loose media tests * High Speed Tests - Runs the high speed tests * DVD-RW Tests - Runs the dvd-rw
tests * DVD-RAM Tests - Runs the dvd-ram tests * UDF Tests - Runs the udf
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System Requirements For Portable Opti Drive Control:

A PC (or console) compatible with Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7 6 GB free hard disk space 1 GHz Processor (Intel, AMD, Cyrix, etc.)
128 MB video RAM (Vista users) 256 MB video RAM (Windows 7 users) 16 MB DirectX 1024x768 screen resolution Internet connection
Games information has not been fully verified. We are not responsible for any damage to your device or loss of data caused by playing games
and apps that are listed in our website. You use them at your
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